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This presentation provides an introduction to business compensation modeling in 

WebSphere Business Modeler V7
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Compensation is often an overlooked or misunderstood topic.

It has been available for several versions of WebSphere Integration Developer in a couple 

of forms.

With version 7, it is now available for the business modeler using WebSphere Business 

Modeler and, 

when modeling for execution, is transformed to the latest BPEL compensation pattern and 

constructs.

The goal of this presentation is to provide an understanding BPMN-2 business 

compensation and how it works with WebSphere Business Modeler and WebSphere 

Integration Developer V7.
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In this presentation you will learn about the concept of business compensation and learn 

why it is important to you.

This is followed by a detailed example that will walk you through some of the nuances 

specific to this modeling technique.

Then finally we’ll show how the BPMN-2 compensation constructs map to BPEL, when 

imported into WebSphere Integration Developer V7.
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Compensation is a way to model business exceptions. In this case the customer was 

billed before the order was completely fulfilled. As part of the order fulfillment sub-process 

there is a rule that says, “don’t wait forever”. If all the items can’t be assembled within a 

specified period of time the order is cancelled and the customer is notified. This means 

that they will also need to have a credit applied to their credit card. It might be the return 

policy in not straightforward. It might be based on the special deals at the time of purchase 

or the length of time since the item was purchased. As you’ll see in the example, there is a 

lot of flexibility with what you can do in the compensating activity. It is just a special kind of 

sub-process.

The task being compensated is the ‘charge customer’ task. It is compensated by the 

‘credit customer’ task and the compensation is triggered by an action in the ‘fulfill order’ 

sub-process that causes it to take the alternative path out. The alternative path is modeled 

as a exceptional path. The fork in green on the exceptional path is to connect the output of 

the business process with an order object that has the basic status information. The fork 

that goes to the compensation end event will trigger the ‘credit customer’ sub-process. 

Notice that there are no inputs or outputs available to or from the compensating activity.

Beginning with the outputs on the ‘fulfill order’ task, the feature in WebSphere Business 

Modeler to display the state is being used. The order has a state of ‘cancelled’, ‘complete’, 

and ‘shipped’. Custom icons have been associated with the states making it easier to 

interpret the business process flow diagram.
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Compensation with business processes is designed to handle those situations in a 

business process where some activity that has already completed, needs to be undone. It 

is similar to the concept of a rollback that can be done with a transaction. 

In the case of business compensation though, the unit of work, or transaction, has already 

been committed and therefore cannot be easily rolled back. 

With compensation, a special sub-process is used to encapsulate all the tasks or activities 

that are required to undo the part of the business process that needs to be returned to the 

original, or desired state.

When designing business process flows that use compensation, it is important to keep the 

proper perspective. You should be thinking at the level of the business process and not the 

lower level error handling which is the programmer’s job. 

As an example, think of the situation where a resource is not available. If the missing 

resource is an item of inventory which is out of stock, then it is part of the business 

process. If it is the database that is temporarily unavailable, then it is part of the 

infrastructure. 

The depleted inventory can trigger a compensation activity but the case of the database 

that is unavailable should be left for the programmers to manage using other techniques.
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This might be more than you want to know about compensation at this time.

When modeling compensation, it is the entire business process that is being 

compensated. When the triggering event happens, all of the compensation activities are 

run, provided the activity they are associated with have completed. You cannot specifically 

run a selected compensation activity.

Once the compensation activity completes, the navigation of the business process 

continues. In this case, the business process will complete along the exceptional output, 

the bottom branch of the fork. The end event must be associated with an output criteria.

The more complicated situation is when one of the compensation activities fails. All of the 

compensation activities that are supposed to run are given a chance to run. When they 

are all finished the fault from the failing compensation is passed up the stack, to the 

enclosing scope.
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The first thing you will notice is that there are a lot of human tasks for this business 

process. Many of these can be automated, such as the ‘notify customer’ tasks and they 

are, in subsequent iterations. 

At this stage of development the interactive process design feature of WebSphere 

Business Modeler is being used to validate the flow. This requires that a task has an 

implementation that is running, or that it is a human task. Using a human task at this point 

is a way to simulate the automated task until the implementation becomes available.

A local repository is being used because you are not allowed to pass data into or out-of 

the compensating activity directly. You can however, reference local repositories. 

To do the charge-back it is necessary to know the credit card information and the amounts 

involved. After the credit has been successfully applied, the customer must be notified of 

the cancellation.

The repository connections have been hidden to make the diagram easier to read. There 

is only one local repository used in this business process. 

The repository connections are distinguished by the square terminals on the tasks.
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Since the key data are in the OrderInfo local repository, it is important to always reference 

the repository consistently throughout the business process. Here the person putting the 

order together can cancel the order by changing the status field in the output form to 

‘cancelled’. 

The order object is updated in the local repository and the decision is called.

The multiple choice decision interrogates the incoming order object and routes to the 

‘exceptional’ output if the status is equal to ‘cancelled’. Notice that the expression uses the 

order object as input to the decision and not the local repository directly. The input is still 

coming from the repository.

The maps are required to associate the instance data of the OrderInfo repository to the 

outputs of the sub-process.
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Here you can see how the exceptional output is specified for the output criteria of the ‘fulfill 

order’’ sub-process. 

There are two, mutually exclusive outputs indicated by the ‘or’ condition. The 

CannotCompleteOrder output has been set to be the exceptional output.

As you can imagine, there are many ways to model the invocation of the end-event. You 

can also use the mid-process receive to wait for an un-solicited message from the 

customer to cancel the order. 
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The compensating activity is a special kind of sub-process, one without inputs or outputs. 

It is invoked when the compensating end-event is reached in a flow.

There is nothing fancy happening in this compensation activity. The necessary input 

information is referenced from the local repository, which is updated after the credit card 

account has been credited with the refund. The customer is then notified of the refund.
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Shown here is what the model looks like when imported into WebSphere Integration 

Developer. The exceptional output from modeler is transformed into a BPEL fault link. The 

compensation end-event is mapped directly to it’s BPEL counterpart. 
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Here you can see how the compensation activity is transformed directly into a BPEL 

compensation handler.
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In this presentation you learned about how to use compensation to manage business 

exceptions and have distinguished the difference between business exceptions and 

infrastructure or programming exceptions.

You were given a walk through of the supply ordering example which ended by showing 

how the BPMN-2 compensation modeled in WebSphere Business Modeler V7 maps to the 

BPEL compensation in WebSphere Integration Developer V7.
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